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Banking

by Kathy Burdman

DIS's 'innovative' asset snatch
job," he said. "What is needed is a

The BIS and U.S. Treasury want to lock the banks into equity

program to deal with future payments
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assets in the Third World.

which would provide an organized
flow of funds to help the LDCs grow
and achieve political stability."
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state-owned enterprises, this

ain spoke openly for plans to turn un
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collectable Third World debt into eq

the willingness of the debtor countries

ourselves in a transition to Phase III,

uity ownership of assets in debtor na

to come to grips with problems."

a new beginning for the world finan

tions. The statements were the first
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try that would default would have little
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1983, we find

cial system ...the time for"an orderly
workout of the debt problems in the
coming years ...debtor countries will
begin to develop special arrangements
to overcome individual problems.
Debtors should mortgage future

to gain and much to lose.... The

export receipts," he began. "For ex
ample,some may wish to utilize dis
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uity,often denominated in the curren

resulting strangulating effect would

cy of the debtor such asBrazilian cruz

devastating. It seems fair to say that

eiros or Mexican pesos, is being

no rational country will default. Un

pushed by Citibank and Bank of

fortunately,people in governments do
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commodities,in order to balance sea
sonal or irregular cashflows.

Or, the debtors can mortgage their

America,who want to take over these
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countries. It has also scared the pants

reminded of this every day."

exports-their food production and
natural resources :'Others may wish to

loans to the area,who "certainly don't
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consider issuing bonds that are in

want to be locked into cruzeiro as

ing the London Annual Conference on

sets," as one Midwestern banker said.
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World Banking of the Financial Times.
Unless the so-called "Lever plan," un
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become a Brazilian steel magnate."
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others may shift to bonds, the face

sets, is implemented, "there will be

value of which is tied to an export

off of many U. S. regional banks with
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credible set of proposals for asset

At two separate world banking con

Leutwiler was echoed Dec. 6 by

another debt crisis."
Lever demanded that "Western

dexed against future currency deval
uations or backed by future exports,

price. So-called 'petro-bonds' have
been discussed for some time. Per
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